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Abstract: Nowadays, an analysis of virtual media to predict society’s reaction to any events or
processes is a task of great relevance. Especially it concerns meaningful information on healthcare
problems. Internet sources contain a large amount of pharmacologically meaningful information
useful for pharmacovigilance purposes and repurposing drug use. An analysis of such a scale of
information demands developing the methods that require the creation of a corpus with labeled
relations among entities. Before, there have been no such Russian language datasets. This paper
considers the first Russian language dataset where labeled entity pairs are divided into multiple
contexts within a single text (by used drugs, by different users, by the cases of use, etc.), and a method
based on the XLM-RoBERTa language model, previously trained on medical texts to evaluate the
state-of-the-art accuracy for the task of indication of the four types of relationships among entities:
ADR–Drugname, Drugname–Diseasename, Drugname–SourceInfoDrug, Diseasename–Indication.
As shown based on the presented dataset from the Russian Drug Review Corpus, the developed
method achieves the F1-score of 81.2% (obtained using cross-validation and averaged for the four
types of relationships), which is 7.8% higher than the basic classifiers.
Keywords: pharmacological text corpus; automatic relation extraction; natural language processing;
deep learning
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The development of virtual communication opportunities through social networks
and special Internet resources expands the possibility of discussing the use of certain
medicines.
An analysis of such scale of information demands the development of extraction
methods for pharmacologically meaningful information. This, in turn, requires a corpus
containing relations between various pharmacologically-related entities. Such Englishlanguage corpora are widely presented in the literature, in particular, DDI (Drug-Drug
Interaction), ADE (Adverse Drug Event), etc. These corpora contain selected pharmaceutically relevant entities of different types as well as the relationships between them. A more
detailed analysis of the corpora is presented in Section 2. However, at the moment there is
only one large domain-oriented dataset in Russian: Russian Drug Review Corpus (RDRS)
of Internet user reviews with complex NER labels, that was presented by our group [1,2].
Now we present an extension of this corpus that includes highlighted relationships between the individual named entities most relevant to further research of drug efficiency
(see Section 3.1).
Automation of the process of extracting meaningful information from a review written
in natural language requires a sequential solution of the following separate tasks: text
segmentation, Named Entity Recognition (NER), Relation Extraction (RE), structuring of
the extracted information, and comprehensive evaluation of the results. In this paper, we
focus on the task of automated extraction of relationships between named entities.
Such a formulation, as opposed to a comprehensive solution of the problem of Named
Entity Recognition (NER) with simultaneous extraction of links between them (combined
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approach, in the literature: “joint” or “end-to-end”), facilitates assessment of the complexity
of the problem as a whole and the accuracy of solving its sub-tasks. The results of our
review (See Section 2) show, that deep neural networks are the most promising technology
for textual data analysis in terms of relation extraction. In this paper, we use a model based
on the XLM-RoBERTa language model, pre-trained on a huge unlabelled corpus of drug
reviews. Section 3 contains details of the model configuration and its setting.
Based on this model, a set of computational experiments was performed on the
different parts of the RDRS corpus. Section 5.1 presents the accuracy of indication of only
the single relation ADR–Drugname on a part of the data including only these entities (628
documents with 845 positive and 239 negative relations). The result on the macro-averaged
F1-metric is equal to 95%. Next, Section 5.2 presents evaluations on a subpart of the
corpus containing reviews with multiple contexts. This experiment aims to obtain the
state-of-the art results for the task of relation extraction for the following four relation types:
ADR–Drugname, Drugname–Diseasename, Drugname–SourceInfoDrug, Diseasename–
Indication. The results of the model presented in this work are compared with the results
of the set of baseline methods: Multinomial Naive Bayes Classifier, Linear Support Vector
Machine,and Dummy Classifier (see Section 5).
2. Related Works
The development of textual data analysis tools depends on annotated data necessary
for tuning algorithms and assessing their performance. There are a set of corpora of
textual data in the English language with a markup of pharmacologically relevant entities
and relationships. These corpora differ by the types of texts (online reviews, tweets,
clinical extracts, etc.) and by the level of detail of the annotated named entities and
relationships. Some studies provided the achievable accuracy of extracting relationships
between pharmacologically relevant entities using the developed methods based on these
corpora.
In [3] on the DDI (Drug-Drug Interaction) dataset, which contains excerpts about
drug interactions from the DrugName and MedLine databases, the model based on BERT
SciBert [4] was used to solve the task of classifying the sentences for relationships between
the selected drugs. The model showed a result of 84.08% on the f1-micro metric. In [5],
the performance of the SpERT model based on the BERT language model on the ADE v2
dataset [6] is presented. The ADE v2 dataset contains sentences from the abstracts of
PubMed scientific articles with relations between medical drugs and their adverse reactions. The model sequentially solves the problem of extracting named entities and the
relationships between them. To solve the problem of identifying named entities, all possible
consecutive sets of words in the text (limited in length) are generated and then classified
by the model according to the type of entity. The results of the classification are filtered,
forming pairs of entities for which the model determines the presence of a relationship and
its type. Such model achieves the value of the f1-macro metric equal 79.24%.
From the datasets on biomedical topics with markup for solving the problem of
identifying relationships between named entities, it is also possible to select the corpora
of the i2b2 Competition Corps Workshop on Natural Language Processing Challenges
for Clinical Records organized by the Department of Biomedical Informatics (DBMI) at
Harvard Medical School provides datasets called n2c2, that also could be highlighted as
the biomedical datasets with annotation for the relation extraction between named entities.
The datasets consist of full texts of medical records in English. The data annotation is
enriched within each competition as the scope of the competition expands and changes.
The task of extracting relationships between named entities is considered in the
2009 [7], 2010 [8] and 2018 [9] corpora. In [3] on the DDI (Drug-Drug Interaction) dataset,
which contains excerpts about drug interactions from the DrugName and MedLine databases,
the model based on BERT SciBert [4] was used to solve the task of classifying the sentences
for relationships between the selected drugs. The model showed a result of 84.08% on the
f1-micro metric. In [5], the performance of the SpERT model based on the BERT language
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model on the ADE v2 dataset [6] is presented. The ADE v2 dataset contains sentences from
the abstracts of PubMed scientific articles with relations between medical drugs and their
adverse reactions. The model sequentially solves the problem of extracting named entities
and the relationships between them. To solve the problem of identifying named entities, all
possible consecutive sets of words in the text (limited in length) are generated and then
classified by the model according to the type of entity. The results of the classification
are filtered, forming pairs of entities for which the model determines the presence of a
relationship and its type. Such model achieves the value of the f1-macro metric equal
79.24%.
At present, a fairly limited set of Russian-language corpora for the relation extraction
tasks are publicly available. However, those corpora facilitate the apriori assessment of
the accuracy in the extraction of the relationships between named entities of different
types, not related to pharmaceuticals: RuSERRC [10] – 80 manually annotated texts with
entities from computer science subjects (software, database, programming languages, etc.).
RuREBus [11] – 300 annotated texts of strategic programs of the Ministry of Economic
Development of the Russian Federation, containing various relations between the entities
of the following types: Social Objects, Actions, Goals, Tasks; RURED [12] – a corpus of 536
annotated texts about economics, containing entities of type Geographic Objects, Names,
Age, Currencies, etc., as well as relationships of various types between them; Factrueval [13]
– 255 annotated texts with entities of type Persons, Locations and Organizations, and also
relations: Ownership, Occupation, Meeting, and Deal; NEREL [14] – 933 annotated documents with the markup of a large number of entities, including: Persons, Organizations,
Geopolitical entities, numbers, dates, time, money, age, etc., as well as links between them.
On the RuSERC corpus (split by sentences) BERT-based architecture, R-BERT [15] was
used to obtain a result of 67% for macro-f1 metric, on the RuRBus corpus (in documents)
also R-BERT architecture [15] was used to get a result of 44% for micro-f1 metric on the
corresponding corpus. On the RUED dataset (in sentences), the span-BERT architecture
achieved 78% accuracy on the f1 metric (method for aggregating f1 across different classes
wasn’t specified). On the Factrueval (in documents) dataset, the method achieved 66%
accuracy on the fact extraction task (relationships from multiple entities). On the NEREL
dataset the RuBERT model achieved a precision of 51% (in documents) (the method of f1
aggregation across different classes wasn’t specified).
As for the Russian-language corpora annotated to extract the relationships between
pharmacologically significant entities, the only corpus of this type is the Russian Drug
Review Corpus (RDRS 2800 reviews), which is considered in this paper. Therefore, the
accuracy demonstrated in the works above with other types of texts is only an evaluation
of the possible accuracy of determining relationships for pharmacological entities, which is
an additional motivation to perform the present work.
Summarizing the information above, it can be concluded that the current trend in
identifying relationships between named entities is the use of models with transformer
architecture pre-trained on large datasets. Further in this work, we develop this approach
based on the XLM-RoBERTa language model [16] using the Russian Drug Review Corpus
(RDRS) [2] described in the Data section and available at the Sagteam 1 project.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Datasets
This paper uses the Russian Drug Review Corpus (RDRS) [2], which contains 2800
texts of drug reviews written by Internet users. The corpus contains markup for 18 types
of named entities, which can be divided into 3 groups:
•

•

Medication – this group includes everything related to the mentions of drugs and
drugs manufacturers, including: Drug name, Drug class, Drug form, Route (how to
use the drug), Dosage, SourceInfoDrug (source of the drug information) etc.;
Disease – this group contains entities related to the diseases or reasons for using
the drug (disease name, indications or symptoms), as well as the obtained effects
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•

(NegatedADE – the drug was inefficient, Worse – mention of deterioration, BNE-pos mention of improvement of the condition) etc.
ADR – mentions of adverse reactions that occurred.

Among the entire corpus of 1,590 texts, entities were marked up into “lines of meaning”
– “contexts”, linking those entities of the review that relate to the same case of drug use
described. Different contexts arise in particular when describing the use of multiple drugs
in treatment, or different effects following the use of a single drug for different conditions,
or when the review describes the use of a drug by different people. Thus, entities that
occur in the same context are related, while entities from different contexts are considered
unrelated.
An example of context annotation is shown in the Figure 1. The main (1st) context
of the review is about drug “orvirem” which caused an allergy. It includes mentions with
number 1 above them: “antiviral” (drugclass), “syrup” (drugform) “orvirem” (drugname),
multiple mentions of “allergy” (ADR), “red spots” (ADR), “swelling on the face” (ADR), “1
day” (Duration). There are other contexts of the review:
•

•

•

•

2nd context: “allergy” (Diseasename), “red spots” (Indication), “zyrtek” (Drugname),
“the situation did not improve” (NegatedADE), “it seems to have gotten even worse”
(Worse).
3d context: “allergy” (Diseasename), “red spots” (Indication), “doctor” (SourceInfodrug), “On her recommendation” (SourceInfodrug), “smecta” (Drugname), “the
situation did not improve” (NegatedADE), “it seems to have gotten even worse”
(Worse).
4th context: “allergy” (Diseasename), “red spots” (Indication), “doctor” (SourceInfodrug), “On her recommendation” (SourceInfodrug), “suprastin” (Drugname), “the
situation did not improve” (NegatedADE), “it seems to have gotten even worse”
(Worse), “Injected” (Route), “The redness seems to pass” (BNE-Pos), ““swelling on
the face still remains” (NegatedADE).
5th context: “allergy” (Diseasename), “red spots” (Indication), “doctor” (SourceInfodrug), “prednisone” (Drugname), “Injected” (Route), “The redness seems to pass”
(BNE-Pos), ““swelling on the face still remains” (NegatedADE).

In Tables 1, 4 the quantitative characteristics of the corpus with contextual markup are
presented.
Table 1. Distribution of the number of contexts
Contexts Count
Texts Count

1
682

2
559

3
218

>3
131

Table 2. Average lengths of the contexts in corpus
Main context
Other contexts

Average mentions count
19.9
3.7

Average tokens count
38.9
6.6

In this paper, the following pairs of entities are chosen as the most interesting to
analyze from the practical point of view:
•
•

•
•

ADR-Drugname —- the relationship between the drug and its side effects;
Drugname-SourceInfodrug —- the relationship between the medication and the source
of information about it (e.g., “was advised at the pharmacy”, “the doctor recommended it”);
Drugname-Diseasename —- the relationship between the drug and the disease;
Diseasename-Indication —- the connection between the illness and its symptoms (e.g.,
“cough”, “fever 39 degrees”).
Two subsets of the original corpus were compiled for the experiments:
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Figure 1. The text says: Review: Antiviral syrup for children "Orvirem" - We have an allergy to it!
TEXT We have a severe allergy after the first day of taking it. Moreover, the boy (3.5 years old) had
no allergies to any drugs before. In the morning he woke up covered in red spots. I immediately
gave him zyrtek and called the doctor. On her recommendation, I gave smecta and suprastin. During
the day, the situation did not improve (it seems to have gotten even worse). After the second call to
the doctor, an ambulance was called. Injected with prednisone and suprastin. The redness seems to
pass. The swelling on the face still remains. Usage time: 1 day. Price: 230 rubles. Year of release /
purchase: 2012 Overall impression: We have an allergy to it!.
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1.

2.

The first one includes 628 texts containing ADR and Drugname entity pairs. The
experiments on this part were aimed at selecting the most effective combinations of
input feature representations and hyper-parameters of the used methods. The texts of
the RDRS corpus that contain ADR and Drugname entities were divided into training
and test parts, the composition of which is presented in the Table 3.
The second part includes texts that contain multiple contexts, the total number of such
texts is 908. Statistics on the types of relationships are presented in Table 4. This corpus
is used to establish the current level of accuracy in determining the relationships
between pharmacologically-significant entities in Russian-language review texts.

Table 3. Statistics on the RDRS dataset part with ADR-Drugname relations
Number of
Texts
Sentences
Words
“ADR” type entities
“Drugname” type entities
Relations
Avg. numbers of relations per text

Train
502
4016
82425
1461
1416
3444
6.9

Test
126
1008
20961
356
368
845
6.7

Table 4. Statistics on the types of relations in the RDRS corpus with 908 multi-context reviews.
Relation
classes
Relation
number
Text fraction

ADR &
Drugname
pos.
neg.

Drugname &
Diseasename
pos.
neg.

Drugname &
SourceInfoDrug
pos.
neg.

Diseasename &
Indication
pos.
neg.

1913

917

4277

2153

2700

1232

2588

701

0.273

0.204

0.634

0.514

0.598

0.457

0.416

0.148

Experiments with these subsets are described further in Section 4.
3.2. Models
3.2.1. Deep Learning Methods
Language Models
In this work the XLM-RoBERTa-sag model[2] was used. Original XLM-RoBERTa is a
multilingual language model based on the transformer [17] architecture and trained on a
larger multilingual corpus from the CommonCrawl project which contains 2.5TB of texts.
The XLM-RoBERTa-sag is a result of additional training of the model XLM-RoBERTa [16]
on a dataset of unlabeled internet texts about medicines (~1.65M texts).
This type of model is based on the Transformer topology [17], that consists of multihead attention layers, which create vector representations of input data parts (words in
case of NLP) that encode information about their context.
Text pre-processing includes text splitting into words or word parts – “tokens”. In the
case of XLM-RoBERTa-sag SentencePiece tokenizer [18] is used.
Language models are currently considered to be standard in modern natural language
processing. During the adjustment experiments we used two versions of the model:
•

•

XLM-RoBERTa-base-sag – 12 Transformer blocks, 768 hidden neurons, 8 Attention
Heads, 125 millions of parameters, 2 epochs of additional training on Russian texts
about medications;
XLM-RoBERTa-large-sag – 24 Transformer blocks, 1024 hidden neurons, 16 Attention
Heads, 355 millions of parameters, 1 epoch of additional training on Russian texts
about medications;
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Input text pre-processing
To solve the classification task, transformer-based language models use special token added to the input sequence: [CLS]. During the input data processing this token
accumulates information about the text as a whole. At the training stage model weights
are adjusted to the state in which they create a vector representation of the [CLS] token
informative in terms of current task to solve, in other words, they aim at minimization of
the loss function during the class prediction based on the vector of the [CLS] token.
In the approach proposed in this work, the classification is performed on the basis
of the information about a pair of entities, for which the existence of a relationship is
determined, and the text that mentions this pair. Figure 2 shows conceptual scheme of our
approach to the task of relation extraction with the language model.

Figure 2. Conceptual scheme of our approach to the task of relation extraction based on
the language model XLM-RoBERTa

The following text representation variants were considered during the experiments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the whole text – tokenized input text was used as an input, target entities were
highlighted using special start and end tokens, for example [T_ADR], [\T_ADR] ;
the text of target entities only – only text of the target entities was used as input data;
the text of target entities and the text between target entities;
the text of target entities and the whole text.

Depending on the variant of the textual representation, a single text sequence was
formed. ”Entities highlighting” is a way to highlight parts of texts with high importance in
a way that the model “notices” them.
Example of a single text sequence for variant No. 1:
«[CLS].... [T_DRUG]“Orvirem”[\T_DRUG] - We have an allergy to it! TEXT We have a
severe allergy after the first day of taking it. Moreover, the boy (3.5 years old) had no allergies to any
drugs before. In the morning he woke up covered in [T_ADR]red spots[\T_ADR]. I immediately
gave him zyrtek... »
Example of a single text sequence for variant No. 4:
[CLS]«text of first target entity»[SEP]«text of second target entity»[TXTSEP]«whole text»
In these cases several special tokens were used:
•
•
•

[SEP] – separation token that is placed between two target entities;
[TXTSEP] – separation token that is placed between a pair of entities and the text.
[T_DRUG], [T_ADR], [\T_DRUG], [\T_ADR] – start and end tokens of Drugname
and ADR entities;

Potentially, this way of organizing the input data makes it possible to build a more
informative vector representation due to the Attention mechanism inside the Transformer
layers, and facilitates solving the problem in a classification formulation. Previously the
effectiveness of such text representation was demonstrated in the paper [19].
As it was mentioned before, there are many degrees of freedom in such models that
require consideration in order to achieve higher accuracy, in scope of the current research
the following options were analyzed:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

maximum input sequence length (in tokens);
learning rate;
batch size;
maximum learning epoch number;
learning rate decay technique [20];
early stopping technique [21].

3.2.2. Other machine learning methods
Basic machine learning methods perform decently in many applications [22][23][24].
These methods are highly efficient in terms of computational complexity. Due to that fact it
is possible to search for the optimal set in an extensive space of hyperparameters and to
test hypotheses relatively quickly.
The first goal of using basic machine learning methods was to obtain a strong baseline
for relation extraction of medical entities in Russian language that exceeds “Dummy”
models’ results.
As a text data representation for the baseline on basic machine learning methods
concatenation of a frequency features (tf-idf) of the character n-grams of the target entities
was used. The size of the n-gram n and the frequency filter of tf-idf were considered as the
hyperparameters to tune during the experiments.
The second goal of using basic machine learning methods was to check if the information about the entities’ text is sufficient to achieve competitive accuracy for the task.
The following methods were used during the experiments with basic machine learning:
•
•
•

•

Logistic regression [25] – a basic linear model for text classification using a logistic
function to estimate the probability of an example to be of a certain class;
Support vector machine [26] – a linear model based on building a hyperplane that
maximizes the margin between two classes;
Multinomial Naive Bayes model [27] – a popular solution for baselines in such text
analysis tasks as spam filtering or text classification. It performs text classification
based on words’/n-grams’ co-occurrence probability;
Gradient Boosting [28] – a strong decision tree-based ensemble model, which iteratively “boosts” the result of each tree by building a next tree, that should classify
examples that the previous tree did not classify correctly.

Also for comparison the RuBERT [29] language model was considered, which is
a BERT [30] model with 12 layers, 768 hidden neurons each, 12 attention heads, 180M
parameters. RuBERT was trained on the Russian part of Wikipedia and news data. When
solving the problem, the language model is used to form a vector representation of the
text, which is fed into the linear layer. The output activities of the linear layer are used to
determine if there is a relationship between the pair of entities fed to the input.
3.2.3. Dummy models
“Dummy” models were considered to be the low-level baseline. Such models generate
labels randomly or according to some simple principle. The following methods were
checked as methods for “dummy” classification:
•

•

•

most frequent class labeling – each prediction is the most frequent class in the dataset
(in case of extraction of relations between adverse reaction and medication in Russian
Drug Review dataset it counts each input example as an example with relation);
uniform random labeling – labels are predicted randomly according to a uniform
probability distribution, without taking into account any characteristics of the input
dataset;
stratified random labeling – labels are predicted randomly, but unlike the previous
option, the probability distribution is similar to the one in the training data.
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The accuracy of the “dummy” methods based on the random label generation was
averaged over 100 launches in order to operate with more stable results and prevent the
occurrence probability of random outliers.
4. Experiments
4.1. Accuracy metric
The performance of relation extraction is estimated by the f1-macro metric, in which
the f1 score is calculated separately for each class:
2·P·R
,
P+R
TP
P=
,
TP + FP
TP
.
R=
TP + FN

f1score =

(1)
(2)
(3)

Here P is precision, the proportion of correctly predicted objects of the class A under
consideration as compared to the number of objects that the model assigned to the class
under consideration; R is recall, the proportion of correctly predicted items of the class
under consideration to the real number of items of the class under consideration; TP is the
number of true positive instances, the number of relations of class A correctly identified by
the model; FP is the number of false positive examples, the number of relations assigned to
class A while actually having a different class; FN is false negative, the number of relations
that actually have class A while being incorrectly assigned to a different class by the model.
The overall performance of the model is estimated by averaging the f1-score over
the two classes. This method of averaging allows to assess on a common basis classes
containing different numbers of relations.
4.2. Selection of the model features and hyperparameters
In these experiments we used a subset of RDRS that contains texts with ADR and
Drugname entities only. The following experimental setup was used:
•

•
•

Fixed stratified split into training (80%) and testing (20%) sets; In order to avoid
overfitting, entity pairs from each review all go either to the training set or to the
testing set, but no review is split between the sets;
Hyperparameters of the language model fine-tuning were chosen so that to maximize
the accuracy (by the f1-macro metric) on the validation part of the training set;
Language model used early stopping and learning rate decay (Experiments show the
positive effect of such techniques on model accuracy);

Experiments on language models were carried out using computing cluster node with
the following configuration: CPU Intel® Xeon™ E5-2650v2 (2.6 GHz) x 8, 128 Gb RAM,
NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16 Gb).
The hyperparameters of the language models were searched manually in consequential experiments with the analysis of train and validation loss during the training phase.
Thus, the language model’s hyperparameters were determined based on the validation
accuracy, without taking into account the accuracy on the test set.
4.3. Estimation of effectiveness of selected methods
In that case, a part of the RDRS containing the texts of reviews with multiple contexts
was used. The calculations were performed using cross-validation with the data divided
into 5 parts. Thus, at each iteration of the cross-validation 80% of the texts were used for
fine-tuning the model and 20% – for testing. Accuracy was also estimated using f1-score
metric for all positive and negative classes. Moreover, f1-macro was calculated to obtain
the general accuracy estimation.
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For the most complete analysis of the model’s performance, we compared the accuracy
of different machine learning models in terms of complexity and type, as well as a classifier
based on the probability distribution of positive and negative examples of the pairs of
entities in question (Stratified random labeling).
“Dummy” models and basic machine learning method experiments were carried out
on a local machine with the following configuration: CPU Intel® Core™ i5-7400 @ 3.00GHz
× 4, 16 Gb RAM. The experiments with language models were performed on the same
equipment as the experiments in the previous section.
The programming language python 3.8 and software libraries numpy [31], sklearn [32],
pytorch [33] and simpletransformers [34] were used for software implementation of the
described method. As part of a series of experiments, the parameters of python random
number generator, as well as the random number generators of numpy, sklearn, and
pytorch libraries were fixed to ensure repeatability of the experiments.
5. Results
5.1. Comparison of the model features and hyperparameters
This section compares the results of experiments on identification of entity relations
using XLM-RoBERTa-large-sag and XLM-RoBERTa-sag depending on the input representation. Table 5 demonstrates the results of the experiments with different text representation
methods.
Table 5. A comparison of language model accuracies with different methods of text representation.
“LM-base” stands for XLM-RoBERTa-base-sag, “LM-large” for XLM-RoBERTa-large-sag.
Text representation
Text of target entities only
Whole text with highlighting target entities
Text of target entities and text between them
Text of target entities and the whole text

LM-base, f1-macro
0.75
0.78
0.81
0.91

LM-large, f1-macro
0.76
0.82
0.80
0.95

The Table 5 shows that both the information about the target entities separated from
the text and the entire text are important to achieve high accuracy and to overcome basic
machine learning methods. In case of RDRS dataset part with ADR-Drugname relations
the input representation as an entity-only text concatenated with the whole text makes it
possible to achieve the macro-averaged f1-score value of 95%.
The results in the table are the best obtained during the set of experiments with
different hyperparameters’ values. Resulting values for XLM-RoBERTa-base-sag are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

maximum input length – 512;
early stopping active;
learning rate – 0.00005;
batch size – 32;
maximum epochs – 10;
learning rate decay active;
Resulting hyperparameters’ values for XLM-RoBERTa-large-sag are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

maximum input length – 512;
early stopping active;
learning rate – 0.00001;
batch size – 8 (there wasn’t enough memory for bigger batch size with XLM-RoBERTalarge);
maximum epochs – 10;
learning rate decay active;

5.2. Estimation of relation extraction efficiency
As a result of the conducted experiments on the RDRS part with multi-context the
accuracy of solving the problem of determining the relationships between pharmacologi-
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cally significant named entities using the developed method based on the XLM-RoBERTa
language model was estimated. The accuracy on the f1-score metric averaged over five
folds of the cross-validation for each class of relations and its comparison with the basic
accuracy based on the simplest classifiers is given in Table 6. In case of using basic machine
learning methods, the input information consisted of the target entity pairs encoded with
tf-idf. The best results presented in the table were obtained using the tf-idf method to
encode n-grams of 3-8 characters.
Table 6. Accuracy of the models for the relation extraction task on the 908 multicontext reviews of
the RDRS dataset

Methods

Ourmodel
RuBERT
LinearSVM
MultinomialNaive Bayes
Stratified RandomGeneration

ADR &
Drugname

Drugname &
Diseasename

pos
92.7

pos
89.9

88.8
72.8
66.3
66.5

neg
91.1
91.9
76.2
82.5
45.0
58.9
33.8
50.05
31.8
49.15

86.1
75.6
68.8
66.5

neg
76.2
83.05
66.2
76.15
44.9
60.25
26.1
47.45
33.3
49.9

Drugname &
Source Info
Drug
pos
neg
92.9
82.7
87.8
89.4
72.6
81
77.9
45.2
61.55
73.4
14.3
43.85
69.8
32.9
51.35

Diseasename &
Indication
pos
87.1
85.7
83.2
80.2
77.8

neg
44.3
65.7
21.6
53.65
24.4
53.8
5.4
42.8
22.0
49.9

As follows from this table, the developed model determines a set of 4 relationships
under consideration with the following accuracy (according to f1-score metrics): between
adverse drug reactions and drugs (ADR–Drugname) 92.7%, between drugs and diseases
(Drugname–Diseasename) 89.%, between a drug and its source of information (Drugname–
SourceInfoDrug) 92.9%, between diseases and symptoms (Diseasename–Indication) 87.1%.
This is 43.5%,40%,41.5%,38.2% higher than Dummy Classifier accuracy and higher than
RuBERT accuracy by 3.9%,3.8%,3.5%,2.1% respectively. At the same time, for the noncoupling identification class, the accuracies are more volatile and reach lower values
of 91.1%,76.2%,82.7%,44.3%.However, they exceed the Dummy Classifier accuracy by
59.3%,42.9%,49.8%,22.3% and RuBERT by 14.9%,10.0%,20.1%,22.7% respectively. On average, the accuracy of the developed model with cross-validation estimation exceeds the
RuBERT by 7.8% and is equal to 82.1%.
6. Discussion
The results of this work show that the accuracy of entity relation identification depend
on the input text representation. Using the neural network model XLM-RoBERTa-large-sag,
selected on the preliminary stage, with the text representation in the form of target entities
text fragment followed by the whole text, we received accuracy high enough for the task
in view. But it is worth mentioning the volatility of accuracy depending on the type of
relation. It is explained by the varying numbers of relations of different types, and may be
corrected in the future by enlarging the corresponding parts of the context-labeled dataset.
Overall, the received results evaluate the state-of-the-art accuracy level for the task of
pharmacological entity relation identification in Russian-language reviews text and may be
viewed as a basis for a future task of automated analysis of the meaning of reviews.
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